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If we now put c = mm ( C2, I, then the assertion of the theorem is contained in (1) and (2).
In the case of a real algebraic number of degree n > 3, Liouville's theorem is not the best-possible, and it was first improved by A. Put, for n = 1, 2, 3, ... , a n = X P n -\ x -i +x -P+ .
of k<x>. Then z is of exact degree p over k(x), and there exists an infinite sequence of pairs of elements a
. m+x -P n~1 ) j 0n = X P n~i *Norske Vid. Selsk. Scr. (1908), Nr. 7. *Math. ZeiL, vol. 10 (1921 ), 173-213. *Acta Math., vol. 79 (1947 ), 225-240. *Ann. of Math. (2) 31 (1930 so that \b n \ = e pn \ and a n z --
The assertion will therefore be proved if we can show that z is of exact degree p. But, by Theorem 1, z cannot be of lower degree than p, unless it is of degree 1 and lies in k(x). Suppose then that
where A and B =t = 0 are elements of k [x] . Since the fractions a n /b n are all different, -=t = s, Ab n -a n B * 0, \Ab n -a n B\ > 1, b n for all sufficiently large n. But then > M~p = a n z --b n = A __ a n ~B b n = Ab n -a n B Bb n whence |B| > \bn\ p~\ contrary to the fact that lim |6"! = CO .
\B\ M
It would be of interest to investigate whether the analogue of Liouville's theorem remains still the best-possible for elements k<x> not in k(x) which are of a degree less than p over k(x).
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